My evolving list of comments and questions for Reading #6
This public list is available on my website ronmauer.net .
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Hi Carol,
Payment for this reading was sent June 16, 2017. My questions keep evolving. I’ll send the final
questions closer to the time of the reading due August 2, 2017.
Please skip any of my questions that do not bring forth a clear and confident answer. Anything less
would muddy the water.
If during the reading you become aware of any input that you feel is from my Soul, that would be very
interesting to hear and it should take priority over all of my questions.
Am I ignoring subtle impulses from my soul?

Sirius Star System
What is it about one’s journey that defines one’s home star system?
Is Sirius my home star system?
What are the predominant life forms in the star system Sirius?
Is the Sirius star system shared with Reptilians? Positive, negative or both?
When we shared lifetimes in Sirius, in a beautiful water world, where we could walk through walls,
were we human or some other life form?

Life readings by Joy
If you have confirmations or different feelings, concerning my life readings on this planet told to me by
Virginia Beach psychic Joy Talley in 1977, please let me know. Joy said these lifetimes were the most
relevant to my current lifetime. The numbers are not intended to designate a sequence, only a reference.
[1] Atlantis. A scientist working on using the energy of the Sun to power space craft.
[2] Lemuria. A priestess with a beautiful voice.
[3] Ancient Egypt. A craftsman working with precious stones. A positive lifetime.
[4] Rome. A Roman Prefect (military governor) with a less than positive attitude concerning women
and children.

[5] A Viking raider with a fast ship. During a raid I captured Maud, my 2nd wife in this lifetime.
Question inserted: Is this the Viking lifetime you told me about where you said to me “Ron is
not your real name.” You asked me to discover my real name for myself. During a meditation I
asked and received the name “Ragnar”. You later confirmed I got it right. Perhaps “Ragnar”
was a popular name. Is this the 9th century “Ragnar” you were referring to?
[6] Europe. I was a psychic warlock and had a knowledge of herbs. I misused my power, was captured
and hanged. Time period unknown.
[7] Europe. I was a concert musician (violin?) and composer. The music I wrote was sad because my
mother had died when I was very young. Joy said I would recognize the music if I heard it. Time
period unknown
[8] France. Janet, my 1st wife in this lifetime had been my daughter then. I was an alcoholic and treated
her badly. I died an alcoholic's death. This lifetime was an opportunity to resolve karmic issues. I think
we were successful. That may have been during a lifetime as an architect. Or do I have it confused with
another past life? Time period unknown.
[9] In the mid 1970’s, at the beginning of my spiritual journey, I felt a strong connection with Virginia
Beach psychic Joy Talley and her family. Have we had important past life relationships together? I
remember a dream where I was in a casket, in a stone church. Joy was there, dressed in black, watching
over my body. Or perhaps the journey was symbolic of something else.
During an early reading, Joy said she saw a trace of white in my aura that indicated that I would
eventually align with the “God of my understanding”. She was obviously very positive and excited
about that, something that she saw in the distant future. Now at 74 yr, I may be running out of time if
Joy was correct. Does the shape and color of the aura change with mood? Do you see changes in my
aura with each reading you do?
I clearly remember the beginning of another reading. Joy said “Communication, I keep hearing the
word communication.” She asked me “What does communication mean to you?” Communication feels
very important to me. Any comments?
At the time I thought Joy was referring to a job application I had sent to the Federal Communications
Commission. That application went nowhere. To me, communication with multi-dimensional selves
and soul are what is important.

Readings by Simon Parkes
Simon told me that before I was born, my body was being prepared for a Reptilian soul but I got there
first. Any comments?
Simon saw me as a military person with a part Reptilian soul.

Recurring dreams of military service

I am a former United States Marine. Only served 4 years. I’ve had many dreams about reenlisting in
the Marine Corp many times and wondering why I had done such a thing. I recognized some friends
who were here so that made it more comfortable. Sometimes my uniform is out of order.
My guess: This is about reincarnation and being of “service” and includes adventures with some old
friends. Any comments?

3rd rung of a very long ladder (asking for clarification of your reading for me)
In my previous reading, you told me I was on the third rung of a very long ladder.
My strong suspicion is that we all are on Prime Creator’s never ending journey of creation (long
ladder?) and self discovery. Perhaps I misunderstand your reference to “a very long ladder”.
What are the characteristics of the “3rd rung”?
What is at the end of the “very long ladder”?
Maybe those who have played more roles on the dark team need a longer ladder, more experience to
work things out in a positive way. Have I played many roles on the dark team?

This lifetime, some comments and questions
My dominant goal is to feel good. When I feel good, I suspect that is an indication of alignment with
Soul and with Source.
Probably the high point of joy and excitement this lifetime was learning how to fly and getting my
pilot’s license. I was a natural and learned very fast. I loved the experience so much. I often wonder if I
am a pilot in other realities? Maybe flying space craft? I want so much to fly again.
The most fun I’ve had in a corporate environment was when I could be creative. I loved analog circuit
design (electrical engineering) in the 1980’s. My boss, John Ward, was very supportive of me and
taught me so much. John was the most capable engineer I have ever met. He will occasionally show up
in dreams. I did not have a college degree but Project Engineer was my title and responsibility. When
John left this reality I took over one of his projects and did very well at that job. My favorite quote by
John, “Trust your fellow man but check up on him.” Do I have a past life relationship with John?
I’ve spent some time in Engineering Software Quality Assurance roles in two different corporations.
That role, while feeling good initially and having positive expectations, that role did not feel good later.
Management always saw me as an obstacle to cash flow. My job (required by government contract)
was to evaluate and report on process conformance by the Engineering Department. Management did
not want to spend money to fix deviations from approved software development process descriptions or
be accountable for shipping non-compliant software. If shipment was made of a defective software
based product, I would be to blame. Yet when I reported non-conformance issues I was considered to
be “not a team player”. I asked myself “Why have I put myself in this very unpleasant, no-win

position?” The answer I immediately received was “Learning how to deal with powerful people.”
I wonder if the future will bring more experience of dealing with powerful people who will challenge
my integrity?
I retired in 2007 at 65yrs. So far, no more challenges dealing with my integrity and powerful people.
Are more challenges to come? Retirement is nice: no schedules, no bosses and best of all, no corporate
politics.

Current health
I still have headaches near my right temple. The headaches come and go. Do you see anything new
there that might be the cause? Arnica cream (a homeopathic cream) and Excedrin pills are being using
to manage the pain. I do have high blood pressure and diabetes that may contribute to the problem.
Might an implant or some external negative energy be also influencing the problem?
I am now feeling a little relief from the headaches since I added fruit to my diet.

Healing Energies
Recently I have had positive feedback about healing energies that I’ve sent. Positive and honest
feedback is always encouraging.
I suspect that energy of the client is what does the healing. All healing comes from within. The
practitioner simply has an influence on the client, triggering healing energy that flows from within the
client. The energy sent is intelligent and knows what to do. The practitioner does not need specific
information about what may need healing. Do you have any thoughts about this?

Orions and Stargates:
Are the Orions a variety of positive and negative energies as are humans? Which is the dominant Orion
energy, positive (supporting freedom, well being, joy and love) or negative (manipulators and control
freaks)?
Are the Orions reptilians?
Are the Orions who are using one or more of the stargates near my home closely aligned with same
group of Orions active in Antarctica? It would be interesting to know more about how these local
stargates are being used and for what purpose.
Do these stargates usually stay in one place or are they sometimes moved around?
Are the stargates near me of ancient origin or are they more modern?
Am I connected in some way to the stargates near me? Or is it just chance that I purchased property

where they are located?
Is one of the stargates touching my house?
If I should physically meet a methane breathing Orion here on the farm, would the Orion likely be
using an external breathing apparatus? Space suit? Would the Orion likely be supporting freedom or be
a manipulative control freak?

ET contact:
I do not think that the positive ETs will arrive to save us as did the cavalry in western movies. I do
expect the positive ETs to be our cheer leaders and occasional teachers. We are here to be our own
saviors, using intent, intuition and inspired action to win the war for control of our minds. Do you
agree?
Picture link
Are some of the ET visitors multi-dimensional versions of ourselves who share a common soul? Could
some of our multi-dimensional being be of the opposite polarity, either positive or negative?
If an ET meeting is planned for me, what purpose does it serve? ETs could certainly avoid a meeting if
they so chose. Any comments?
Which ETs am I most likely to meet, positive or negative, in what is left of this lifetime? Do you have
any advice for me if physical meetings become manifest? So far, my only meetings have been during
meditation or during dream time. Not even a physical sightings yet.
Is the ET contact you forecast for me on my farm likely to be a friendly meeting? An abduction
experience? A military abduction (MILAB) experience?
If an abduction experience is planned by anyone, I do not consent. Do you have any suggestions for
avoiding an abduction experience?

Predictions
In your previous readings for me, I gathered that there is something important for me to do. Is this
related to information from/about ETs? I prefer not being in the spotlight but if it is helpful, I will not
run from the spotlight. My preference is to remain in the background and not be a leader or a follower.
If Soul has something positive planned for me to do, I would like to know more details of the plan and
know what resources are available to get it done. Do you have feelings about this?
Do you see any fun events in my future? Simply feeling good is my goal.

Manipulation and Soul contracts

Can manipulation occur at the Soul level? Oversoul level? I would like to think that manipulation at the
Soul level is not possible but that may not be accurate assessment. I would really prefer to know the
truth.
Are Soul agreements required for all significant events? I suspect non-consent by the ego/personality is
a valuable learning experience for the Soul as well as consent.
What the Soul wants to experience may not always be aligned with what the ego/personality wants to
experience. I wonder how disagreements may be resolved after the physical death experience of the
ego/personality.
If Soul agreements can be changed, can this be done by the ego/personality?
I suspect that at a future and distant time, in a galaxy not too far away, all the players here, both dark
and light, will have a big laugh at our experience here. Very similar to military boot camp. Experience
during boot camp was not laughable at the time, but years later it was. I see this experience as boot
camp for consciousness.

Monday night meditation group during the 1990’s
My 2nd wife (Maud) and I hosted a Monday night meditation group here on the farm that started with
sending healing energies to those in need, then a Planetary Cleansing Meditation (link), followed by a
personal meditation, followed by social time. It really felt good. The Monday night meditations were a
special time for all of us. If you have time to listen or read the visualization I would enjoy hearing any
comments you may have.

Implant removal
Do you have any advice about detecting and removing implants? Is the implant you described as being
located between my shoulder blades designed for some negative purpose? Who was responsible for
ordering the implant? I do not consent to manipulation.

Understanding, creating and playing the game.
It may be helpful to understand the goals, hierarchy and tactics used by negative ETs, Archons, Djinn,
artificial intelligence and other negative energies as we navigate through this multi-dimensional chess
game for consciousness. Knowing the opposition and their chain of command may be useful as long as
we do not feed the dark side with fear, anxiety or other negative energy.
Or do you think that maintaining a positive vibration, thinking primarily about “what is wanted” and
being in a state of appreciation instead of spending much energy thinking about “what is” is a better
choice of action? Picture link.
Perhaps balance is needed. Sometimes it is not easy to balance “what is (negative events)” with
positive thoughts that define what we do want. The balance point is different for everyone.

Each team, positive and negative, has certainly studied strategies of the opposite team with the
expectation of gaining advantage. On a personal level, I would like to know what my weak points may
be so they can be made stronger.
I really do not want to enter a contest of wills with the manipulators and control freaks. Sometimes the
only way to win a rigged game is not to play the game. But here I am, so winning the grand prize must
be very important. Thinking of the light trap, have I have been tricked into giving my permission to be
born into this scenario of this lifetime? I am not unhappy, just very curious and wanting access to my
soul’s memory and intentions.
Picture link: Note to Higher Self

Law of Attraction (as described by Abraham)
As soon as one has the experience of a thought that does not feel good, one immediately knows what
feels good. One can pivot and focus on the thought that feels better. Whatever we think about becomes
bigger. I want to put energy wherever it does the most good. Any comments?

Support Team
I assume that I have a non-physical support team. Can you tell me some of the ways they support me?
What kind of support is available?
Sometimes I wonder what my Higher Self may be doing. The thought that comes to mind is of Higher
Self sitting around a campfire with other Higher Selves, floating a hologram of me for all to see,
laughing with the others, pointing its finger at me and saying “Look at what he is doing now.”

Sunday morning in the stargate
Is the chair in my front yard (link to picture) inside a stargate? I have two more locations in mind.
After returning from Sunday morning breakfast today, 25Jun17, it felt like a good idea to sit in this
chair and repeat some of my favorite affirmations:
“I give thanks for knowing that I am an extension of Source energy, on Prime Creator’s never ending
journey of creation and self discovery.”
“I give thanks for knowing that the power that creates worlds flows through me. I ask to use this energy
with wisdom and much love.”
“From the Lord God of my Being, my body is restored to its natural, healthy and youthful
configuration.”
“I support freedom, well being, joy, love and truth for all who want it.”

“I give thanks for every moment that I feel good.”
Then I sent a message to my non-physical support team of love and light. “Come visit and chat with
me. Outside my home during daylight is a good place and time to start. Nocturnal visitations are not
preferred. If your personality is similar to mine when I was a young man, you may be tempted to
suddenly show up and shout Boo! That would not be a good idea at this stage of our relationship.

Light trap
Do you have an opinion or a favorite information source that explains how to avoid the light trap?

Souls and Oversouls
The only information I’ve found on oversoul activities was the fictional work, Education of Oversoul
7, (part 1 of the trilogy) based on the Seth readings. It was a fun read during the early days of my
journey of awakening in 1977.
I would like to know if manipulation can occur at the soul or oversoul level. Manipulation at that level
could be very challenging for the ego/personality to deal with.

Comments:
Unless you request otherwise, I will share this reading with others. I love sharing information. We have
so much to learn from each other.
I remember how frustrating it was in the 1970’s, without the internet, searching for answers to life’s
questions, while knowing that mainstream information was mostly manipulation. It still is frustrating,
trying to put pieces of the puzzle together to make a recognizable picture. But I shall not stop.
Hopefully a history of my adventures will be helpful to others as they use their own intuition to put
pieces of the puzzle together and make up their own minds.
I hope my many questions are not making me a pest or taking up too much of your valuable time.
Please let me know. I have a thick skin, perhaps made thicker complements of the Marine Corp. You
do not need to be concerned about hurting my feelings.
It would be wonderful to sit down with you, face to face, to share ideas about anything. Maybe in
another place at another time.
Sending love and hugs,
Ron

